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The ICFAI Foundation for Higher Education (IFHE) is a deemed-to-be University established under section 3 of UGC Act, 1956. IFHE is National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) A++ Grade University. IFHE’s comprehensive student-centric learning approach provides relevant knowledge, imparts practical skills and inculcates a positive attitude among the students.

Today, IFHE is one of the largest multidisciplinary universities in the country. The Faculty of Management, Faculty of Science and Technology and Faculty of Law are the three main building blocks of the university. ICFAI Alumni contribute significantly to the growth story of India. They are currently working in India and Abroad in several sectors at various capacities.
The ICFAI Law School, IFHE, Hyderabad is a promising destination for the students desirous of making law as their Dream “Career”. The ICFAI Law School is a significant segment of the ICFAI Foundation for Higher Education, a deemed to be University, and its programs are recognized by BCI. It provides a blend of theory and practice, law, management, humanities and technology.

The ICFAI Law School, IFHE, with excellent and continuous teaching and learning process, student centric and industry friendly dynamic curriculum and real life exposure provides best in class, legal education to the student and carving them to market ready legal professionals out of mediocre student who desires of making law as the dream career.
Shri N.J. Yasaswy, the visionary founder of the ICFAI Group of Educational Institutions and a great human being. Shri Yasaswy was indubitably a versatile and dynamic person. That aside, he had a tremendous capacity to take risks but always launched every initiative with an amazing clarity: ‘Ours is a private effort with a public purpose.’

Being an erudite leader, whenever a new initiative was undertaken, he would invariably emphasize to his colleagues: “We are aiming at a future beyond our ken and control; let us, therefore, be open to learn and steer through cautiously.” Shri Yasaswy was a great teacher. His sagacious guidance ensured colleagues embraced uncertainty, navigating towards a promising future.
The ICFAI Law School, Hyderabad cordially invites you to “The NJ Yasaswy 9th Memorial National Moot Court Competition 2024” in August 2024.

We have organized 33rd All India Inter-University Moot Court Competition jointly with Bar Council of India during March and April 2017, “The NJY Memorial Asia Pacific Moot Court Competition, 2018” was organized during March 29 to April 1, 2018, The NJY 4th Memorial National Moot Court Competition 2019 was organized during March 28 to 31, 2019. The NJY 5th, 6th and 7th Memorial Virtual Moot Court Competition was organized in 2020, 2021 and 2022.

In 2023, the NJ Yasaswy 8th Memorial National Moot Court Competition was held offline at ICFAI, IFHE, Hyderabad from 25th August to 27th August.
GLIMPSE OF 8\textsuperscript{TH} NJYS NATIONAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION
EVENT DETAILS

COMPETITION DATES
30TH AUG - 01ST SEP’24

VENUE
ICFAI LAW SCHOOL, IFHE, HYD

TEAM COMPOSITION
2 SPEAKERS
1 RESEARCHER

REGISTRATION FEES

Early Bird
Without Accommodation
INR 2500/-
With Accommodation
INR 2500/- + 5000/-

Regular
Without Accommodation
INR 3000/-
With Accommodation
INR 3000/- + 5000/-

ADDRESS
The ICFAI Law School, IFHE Donthanapally, Shankarapalli Road, Hyderabad - 501203, Telangana, India.
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IMPORTANT DATES

17th MAY, 2024
RELEASE OF MOOT PROBLEM

14th JUNE, 2024
LAST DATE FOR EARLY BIRD REGISTRATION

05th JULY, 2024
LAST DATE FOR REGISTRATION

02nd AUGUST, 2024
MEMORIAL SUBMISSION FOR BOTH PROPOSITIONS (SOFTCOPY)
Two sets of hardcopy to be submitted at the time of physical registration.

30th AUG, 2024 - 1st SEP, 2024
DATE OF THE COMPETITION
1. There will be five rounds in total, two preliminary rounds, quarter final round, semi-finals and finals. The first two preliminary round and quarter finals will be based upon problem 1 and semi-finals and finals will be based upon problem 2.

2. During the Preliminary round first and second each team shall argue both sides - (the existing statement).

3. Based upon the merit of aggregate marks of the first and second preliminary round, top eight teams will be selected for the quarter finals round.

4. Eight teams in the quarter final round will be competing on knockout basis wherein four teams will be qualified for semi-finals.

5. Semi-final round will be knockout round wherein two teams from it qualifies for final.

6. Written Memorials - Each team must submit the soft copy of memorials of moot problem one and two, on behalf of both parties to the dispute, in pdf format, no latter than 11.59pm IST on 02nd August, 2024 to mootcourt@ifheindia.org. The hard copy of the moot problem one and two shall be submitted (two copy each) at the time of physical registration necessarily at ICFAI Law School, IFHE, Hyderabad.

7. Scoring Criteria - Each Court will assign marks to all individual participants and the team in the manner shown below: Total score: 100 points Written submissions: 20 points Oral Presentation: 80 points a. Substance in Arguments 40 points b. Skills of Advocacy 20 points c. Response to questions and Articulation 10 points d. General impression, Court Manners 10 points

8. Each team shall identify their speakers and researcher well before the registration. Once the speakers and researchers are identified their position will not be modified under any circumstances.

9. Participants should attend the proceedings of the competition in ‘Formal Attire’.

10. For further information, kindly refer to the detail guidelines.

Last date for seeking clarifications will be 14th June 2024.

12. The institution reserves the right to amend subject to prior notifications.
REGISTRATION & PAYMENT LINK

https://www.ifheindia.org/conference/MootCourtCompetition2024/

FINAL REGISTRATION LINK

https://forms.gle/Sy5gUCUsvDa86gyU9

AWARDS

WINNER
Rs. 25,000/-
+ Trophy & Merit Certificate

RUNNERUP
Rs. 15,000/-
+ Trophy & Merit Certificate

2nd RUNNERUP
Rs. 10,000/-
+ Trophy & Merit Certificate

BEST MEMORIAL
Rs. 5,000/-
Proposition 1
+ Trophy & Merit Certificate

BEST AMENITY
Rs. 5,000/-
Proposition 2
+ Trophy & Merit Certificate

BEST RESEARCHER
Rs. 5,000/-
+ Trophy & Merit Certificate

PARTICIPANTS
Certificate of Participation

ALL PARTICIPANTS WILL GET ACCESS TO manupatra FOR THE DURATION OF COMPETITION AFTER THE REGISTRATION.
TOURIST PLACES

- Golconda Fort
- Birla Mandir
- Ramoji Film City
- Durgum Cheruvu Bridge
- Charminar
- Telangana State Secretariat
ORGANISING COMMITTEE

HON'BLE PATRON
Prof. Dr. A V Narsimha Rao
(Director, ICFAI Law School, IFHE, Hyderabad)

COORDINATOR
Dr. Himavathi. T
Senior Assistant Professor
+91 9440064466   himavathi@ifheindia.org

CO-COORDINATORS
Dr. K. Sadanand Anantrao
(Assistant Professor)
+91 9096560777

Dr. Sayan Das
(Assistant Professor)
+91 8794242298

FACULTY MEMBERS
Dr. Komati Durga Prasad | Dr. S. Kannan | Shubham Prakash Singh | Shruti Kandoi | Dr. M.V. Subhashiny

STUDENT COORDINATOR
ANKIT KABRA
+91 94231 55855

STUDENT CO-COORDINATORS
KHUSHBU SHARMA
+91 63015 43826

ABHSHEK KUMAR
+91 86010 19384

STUDENT MEMBERS
Akshit | Sreevalli | Vartika | Sirichandana | Jahnavi | Pooja |
Harsh Sinha | Sri Bhuvana | Khush | Niharika | Varun | Armaan | Richa
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Contact Us

The ICFAI Law School,
IFHE Donthanapally, Shankarapalli Road,
Hyderabad - 501203, Telangana, India.

mootcourt@ifheindia.org

Stay in Touch!

Find us on Instagram
Follow us to not miss out on latest updates!

@_mcs.icfaihyd_
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